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Guiding the reader through the astrological pantheon reimagined in Celestial Tarot, this

insightful text explores the astrological associations of the constellations, stars, and planets,

illuminating their divinatory influence through the Major and Minor Arcana. Told here are the

mythological stories of deities and heroes whose archetypal journeys continue to offer life

lessons.

About the AuthorIllustrated by Leonardo Avila, Chris Undirheimar, Asenath Mason, Mitchell

Nolte, Ramses Melendez, & Daniel Corcuera. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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AnnaLeesa, “Absolute must for astrologers interested in Tarot.. I am so happy to have received

this deck! I had my eye on it for a while. Now, I am a astrologer who recently has gotten

immersed in angel and oracle cards, and this is my 3rd tarot deck. But its absolutely my

favorite hands down. I really don't like most tarot decks which can be a little scary for me to

read. I just use the small booklet that this deck comes with, its mini and really nothing overly

special but i love the interpretations, they are very archetypal and sort of mythological! The

association with astrology really helps me analyzing the meaning of the cards. Its wonderful

really makes reading these so much easier since I understand planetary themes and

astrological aspects extremely well--tarot not so much. lol. The artwork is wonderful, the devil

card is Capricorn and Death is Scorpio- so fitting and for me makes things much less scary. I

have the spiral tarot as well, but my little astrological heart loves this deck so much more!I

highly recommend it!”

FBeart, “Celestial Tarot. This is one of my favorite Tarot decks and the tiny booklet that comes

with it, with interpretations, is absolutely amazing. The interpretations for each card are not

lengthy but are very well written. From the box: "Celestial Tarot fuses the myths, symbols, and

astronomy of the planets, signs, constellations, and fixed stars with astrological divination to

reveal the mysteries of the Tarot in an engaging and unique way."”

Arianna Gonzalez, “Beautiful. Beautiful cards! Shuffle nicely. I feel connection to them. I’m a big

fan of mythology. It’s fun to learn multiple things at once with this deck.”



Anna, “So Blue and Astrology Based. I love Kay Stevenson and her style. I have her Spiral

deck which is geared more toward the Kabbala while this one is very similar and very blue is

geared toward Astrology. This deck also reminds me of the Star Tarot original blue cards. The

deck is easy to use and understand and offers a lot of Astrology information on the card itself. If

you use Astrology with your Tarot readings then I recommend this deck but if you don't then I

would recommend more the Spiral Tarot deck even if you don't use Kabbala.”

Alyssa, “Intriguing deck. One of my go to decks. Very intriguing artwork, interesting vibe. I like

to use it for anything really but particularly readings with a broader scope of focus, such as

questions about ancestors or world events. I like the astrology and Greek mythology themes.

Love the blue celestial card backs. And no strong printing odor. A plus! I also like how soft

they feel.  The texture of the cards.”

dee1319, “Great for anyone who loves astrology. LOVE this deck!! Good quality stock, beautiful

images and if you’re into astrology like I am, you’ll appreciate the constellations on the cards.

Guide book has enough info too.”

Cerulean, “Star-Crossing of Constellations & Golden Dawn. I really enjoyed the unique

attribution of "Ptolemy's 48 constellations" as represented in the Celestial Tarot ( noted in page

272-274 of the extensive book of the kit edition. You can also order the book separately at the

U.S. Games site). The art is beautiful to me. My first printing in 2004 was printed in China and

had more turquoise and royal blue tones. But I still liked the brightness of the art by Ms.

Steventon. The deck alone comes with a little white book of 48 pages. The 2006 printing of

the book adds a wonderful wealth of detail. The compact book of almost 300 pages, based on

three courses designed by Brian Clark. I had ordered the information in workbook formats

prior to 2006 and found to my delight, the 2006 book and deck set has much of the same

information. I also like that the reprinting of the deck in Italy since 2006 has given the deck a

richer look. Still deep colors, but more plum-blue tones to me. It does take time to see the

small details--such as the wispy and delicate 'mini-picture' motifs in the majors that echo a

standard Rider-Waite Smith depiction of the major arcana. And the minors may be too creative

a leap for some, especially if they are not interested in Golden Dawn derived astrology. I've a

few versions of this deck since it first came out and find it is rich and is well-worth the

time...hope you enjoy this rich and 'stellar' deck!”

Hannah, “Great For Those Interested in Astrology and Its Association With Tarot. From the

box...."Celestial Tarot fuses the myths, symbols and astronomy of the planets, signs,

constellations, and fixed stars with astrological divination to reveal the mysteries of Tarot in an

engaging and unique way".If you are a Rider-Waite follower and are interested in developing

your understanding through the Tarots connection to astrology, then this deck is for you. Of

course if you have a deep love for the stars and constellation then this deck is a great choice!

Each card has its traditional name accompanied by its astrological title on the top. For

example, 'The Chariot' is associated with the sign of Cancer the crab, and shows a crab, the

zodiac symbol of the crab, the chariot and his horse, the water symbol (because Cancer is a

water sign) and various other symbols include the associated Hebrew letter. 'The Chariot' also

features the Greek Goddess Hera, the Hero's (the Charioteer's) greatest adversary in Greek

mythology and the LWB explains why. Some minor arcana cards are related to star

constellations which fit in nicely with the traditional Rider-Waite meaning and symbolism.The

artwork is softly drawn with a night sky colour theme and feels friendly and soothing to look at.



This deck has much lot to offer is you are looking to expand your knowledge of the Tarot further

and will lead you on an exciting journey into astrology, the Tree of Life and our wondrous night

sky!If you are a complete beginner and want to learn traditional Tarot, it might be better to

become familiar with the Rider-Waite deck first. Other than that this deck has a lot to offer the

Tarot student and professional reader.The cards are a good size and well laminated, and are

accompanied by a LWB which explains the symbolism and meaning of each card.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Lovely Lovely Cards. Lovely lovely cards with very imaginative and

beautiful painted imagery and made to a high standard. A must for anyone interested in Tarot

and the constellations/Greek mythology/astrology. Thoroughly enjoy them”

Carla Tate, “Sublime artwork combined with astrological scholarship. I love all the decks by this

artist, and Celestial Tarot is one of my favourites. This is not a deck for a tarot beginner --

unless you are an astrologist who is just starting out with tarot. But if you are familiar with tarot

and want to learn astrological associations, this is an excellent deck for you. I highly

recommend it.”

Lizzy##Mc, “Good buy. Nice deck of tarot cards,use for personal development easy for

beginners.”

The book by Brian Clark has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 313 people have provided feedback.
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